UV spectral measurements at moderately high resolution and of OH resonance scattering resolved by polarization during the MANTRA 2002–2004 stratospheric balloon flights
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

A moderately high-resolution (<0.1 nm) grating spectrometer designed to measure the solar radiation in the spectral range 295–315 nm was flown on the MANTRA stratospheric balloon payloads of 2002 and 2004. The instrument measures both the direct sunlight and the radiation scattered by the atmosphere. The latter can be observed in two orthogonal polarization directions, at 90° from the solar azimuth and at several elevations above the horizon. As the OH molecule is the principal resonant scatterer in this spectral region, this permits the inference of both ozone and OH column amounts as well as limited profile information. This paper describes the instrument and its in-flight characterization, the basic data processing and the influence of several aspects of the flight profile. The direct sun measurements are analyzed both to characterize the spectrometer responsivity to scattered radiation and to estimate the ozone abundance at the flight altitude and above. An example of a high-resolution solar spectrum at 37 km altitude is presented and compared with others in the literature. The measured OH and Rayleigh-scattered spectra are used to derive OH radiation intensity measurements (the OH airglow), which are compared with others in the literature.

1. Introduction

The hydroxyl radical is the most important oxidizing agent in the middle atmosphere, and OH chemistry dominates ozone destruction above about 40 km [1]. However, its measurement is quite challenging and for this reason there exist relatively few observations of the atmospheric concentration of this important trace species. Measurements of solar radiation scattered by OH in the $A^2Σ^+−X^2Π$ (0–0) band at 308 nm have been made in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere by rocket [2] and balloon-borne spectrometers [3,4]. The MAHRSI instrument on the space-shuttle-deployed CRISTA-SPAS satellite, also a UV spectrometer operating in the 308-nm range, produced several thousand OH profiles between about 45 and 80 km altitude, during two short periods in 1994 and 1997 [5,6]. These measurements proved difficult to reconcile with standard models of HO\textsubscript{2} chemistry [7–9]. The $A^2Σ^+−X^2Π$ (0–0) transition is also the basis of OH measurements using balloon-borne lidar [10] and laser-induced fluorescence [11]. Measurements have also been made with balloon-borne IR interferometers, using the thermal emission of OH [12,13]. More recently the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) instrument on the Aura satellite, launched in 2004, has the capability to measure OH between about 20 and...
60 km altitude using thermal emission from 2.5 THz rotational lines in the ground vibrational state, and a similar instrument has been flown on a balloon [14]. These more recent measurements and analyses appear to resolve the difficulties presented by the MAHRSI measurements, although at the cost of assuming an unknown mechanism for ozone production above 40 km [15,16].

The UV spectrometer described here was designed to observe the A $^2\Sigma^+ - X^2\Pi$ (0–0) scattered emission of OH from a stratospheric balloon. An early version was first flown in 1975 and 1977 on the Canadian Stratoprobe payloads launched from Yorkton, Saskatchewan and Palestine, Texas. These measurements, which very clearly identified the A $^2\Sigma^+ - X^2\Pi$ radiation, have been briefly described previously [3].

The unique design of this instrument includes the capacity to significantly reduce the interference of Rayleigh-scattered light by changing the instrument’s polarization. Other design features are moderately high spectral resolution ($<0.1\,\text{nm}$), light weight, and high light-gathering power. The instrument carries an onboard data collection and control computer, and is capable of independent, automated operation as well as of remote control by telemetry.

The data presented here were obtained during the MANTRA balloon flights of September 3, 2002 and September 1, 2004.

2. Instrument design and operation

The spectrometer layout is of the most simple Ebert–Fastie type [17]. With the exception of the foreoptics, the instrument design (although larger, and having consequently higher resolution) is similar to that of the Brewer ozone spectrophotometer, also developed in our laboratory.

A unique feature of the instrument is the foreoptics, which are contained in a cylinder that can be rotated about its axis in order to change the polarization of the measurement. The first element is a 25-mm Glan–Taylor prism polarizer. When the instrument is properly pointed at 90° to the sun, by rotating the foreoptics the polarizer can be set to admit light polarized either in, or perpendicular to the scattering plane determined by the sun. The former position will greatly reduce the amount of Rayleigh-scattered light detected, since this is strongly polarized in the perpendicular direction. The Rayleigh background is much larger than the OH emission, but by this method its signal is reduced, relative to that of the OH, by as much as a factor of 16. To our knowledge this technique has not been used in other measurements of the A $^2\Sigma^+ - X^2\Pi$ (0–0) OH band [2–6].

Following the polarizer, a 1/4 wave plate is set so that, in combination with the prism, it causes the light entering the spectrometer proper to be completely circularly polarized, given that the incident light has essentially no circular polarized component (Stokes parameter $V = 0$), as is the case for light from the sun or sky [18,19]. Detailed multiple scattering calculations for our viewing situation indicate a degree of circular polarization for the incident light of about $10^{-5}$.

The remainder of the foreoptics consists of an aperture stop of diameter 25 mm, and a lens of focal length 200 mm, which is approximately that distance in front of the entrance slit. A small transfer lens, 15 mm in front of the entrance slit, produces an image of the aperture stop, approximately 75 mm in diameter, on the grating.

A filter wheel, located in the gap between the transfer lens and the entrance slit, allows two different neutral density filters or an opaque shutter to be rotated into the light path.

The overall instrument aperture is $f/8$, as determined by the aperture stop. At this aperture there is no significant change in focus over the 300–315 nm range. Ray-tracing analysis indicates the aberration-limited bandpass to be asymmetrical, with rms width 0.010 nm and full width at half-maximum 0.014 nm, while the astigmatism is 0.014 nm. These factors, as well as physical imperfections and focusing errors raise the actual bandpass from the 0.055 nm determined by the physical slit widths to about 0.81 nm (as measured by onboard calibration).

Attached to the foreoptics tube is a coaxial extension projecting ~220 mm outside the box containing the spectrometer. The coupling is rigid but made easily breakable so as to limit damage to the main optics during rough landings of the balloon payload. The extension, which rotates with the foreoptics, carries two pairs of photodiodes for detecting the elevation of the sun and a Teflon reflective diffuser that can be moved in front of the tube opening to diffuse the light from the sun or from a mercury discharge lamp into the spectrometer. The mercury lamp is also mounted on the outside of the box and permits frequent wavelength calibration. The photodiode pairs are mounted 90° apart and aligned with the two polarizing directions defined by the Glan–Taylor prism. The fields of view of the diodes in each pair are arranged so that their exposures are equal when they point at the sun and fall off rapidly in one direction and slowly in the other, in opposite sense for each member of the pair. This allows the foreoptics rotation to be set so that the spectrometer measures either with polarization in the direction of the sun or perpendicular to it, with an accuracy of a few degrees.

The instrument is mounted on a cradle which allows it to be tilted between about 2 and 9° above the horizontal. It is designed to fly on a balloon payload with solar tracking, so it flies in a fixed orientation with respect to the solar azimuth, pointing to the sky 90° to the west of the sun and at an elevation determined by the cradle. The actual elevation of the spectrometer is monitored by an onboard clinometer with a precision of 0.02° and an estimated accuracy of 0.04°. There is, in addition, an uncertainty of 0.2° in the alignment of the spectrometer frame to its viewing direction.

The basic time unit in the operation is 8 ms, effected by a 125 Hz interrupt from the onboard computer. At each interrupt a counter that is driven by the prescaler on the photomultiplier (PMT) is read and the wavelength drive motor is commanded to take one step. All other tasks are done in the background. This includes reading signals from thermistors, LED–photodiode pairs, microswitches and potentiometers used to control the four DC motors associated with cradle.
elevation, polarization, and positions of the filter wheel and diffusing screen, and also recording this and other housekeeping data. A typical wavelength scan from 306 to 310 nm, at 125 steps s
−1, takes about 28 s. Scans are typically made in pairs, forward and reverse, in order to maximize observing time. Each scan produces a spectrum comprising a set of counts, each accumulated for 8 ms, at each step in the scan. In each scan, step positions increase or decrease monotonically by single-step increments from the initial position to the final position.

Command sequences during flight (Table 1) included measurements of the solar spectrum (“sun scans”) and that of the mercury lamp (“Hg scans”), both via the diffusing screen, dark counts, and with no diffuser, measurements of the sky radiation for OH. The last were composed of scans made with the foreoptics rotation set to pass radiation polarized in the direction of the sun (the “weak” polarization) and of scans made with the foreoptics rotation set to pass radiation polarized perpendicular to the direction of the sun (the “strong” polarization). Each OH measurement group is a group of ten scans, two sets of four “weak” scans bracketing two “strong” scans. This takes about 6 min and is subsequently analyzed to give a single measurement of the OH integrated signal. A full sequence of OH measurements comprises eight such series, effected at different cradle elevations. Four cradle elevations were used, at approximately 2.8, 3.7, 5.4, and 8.0. The sequence started at the lowest, ramping up to the highest and then down again. Sun and Hg lamp scans were done at the beginning of each sequence, and dark measurements were made three times per sequence. The duration of the full OH sequence was about 55 min.

3. Flight profiles

The data presented here were obtained during two flights of the instrument on the MANTRA balloon payload, on September 3, 2002 and September 1, 2004.

The M2002 launch time was 08:01 UTC (02:01 CST, local time), the ascent being in darkness. Float altitude of 37.5 km was attained at 10:45 when the solar elevation was −12.5. Float altitude was reduced slightly on two occasions during the day by ~3 km. The maximum solar elevation was 44.6°. The flight was terminated just after sunset when the solar elevation was −6.1°, at 02:00 UTC, by releasing the gondola from the balloon. The launch point was at 52.02°N, 107.03°W and termination of the flight occurred when the balloon was at 52.27°N, 100.99°W.

The M2004 ascent was in daylight: lift-off time was 14:33 UTC (08:33 CST, local time), when the solar elevation was 19°. The end of the rise and the maximum altitude, 37.35 km, occurred at 17:31 UTC when the solar elevation was 42°. Maximum solar elevation was 46.1°. The flight continued through the day, losing altitude slowly until 02:40 UTC, when the altitude was 32.5 km and solar elevation −7°, at which time the gondola was released from the balloon. The launch point was the same as M2002 and termination of the flight occurred when the balloon was at 51.43°N, 108.44°W.

The spectrometer operated satisfactorily, in general, on both flights. Problems with the payload azimuth control system, and (on M2004) loss of command telemetry unfortunately rendered more than 50% of the data unusable. Nevertheless, from the periods when the azimuth control was operative, we are able to derive useful measurements of the solar UV spectrum at altitude, the amount of ozone above the balloon during the M2002 flight, and the OH radiance. In addition, as shown below, some of the solar scans affected by minor misorientation of the payload can be corrected using the payload’s magnetometer data.

4. Instrument characterization and data reduction

The data as recorded in some 700 scans for each flight have been examined for quality and used to characterize the spectrometer in flight.

4.1. Counting statistics

The raw spectrometer data consist of series of photoelectron counts organized in wavelength scans. We examine the noise characteristics of the data by comparing the value of each count, c, with the average \( \bar{c} \) of its 12 nearest neighbors, noting that the emission of photoelectrons under a constant irradiance follows Poisson statistics. Typical signals for the different scan types are: sun (\( \bar{c} \approx 5000 \)); strong (\( \bar{c} \approx 100 \)); weak (\( \bar{c} \approx 5 \)); dark (\( \bar{c} \approx 2 \)); Hg lamp (\( \bar{c} \approx 1200 \)). The parameter

\[
p = \frac{|c - \bar{c}|}{\sqrt{\bar{c}} + 1},
\]

which is essentially the ratio of individual deviations from the mean to their expected standard deviation, was calculated for each count. (We use \( c+1 \) rather than \( c \) in the denominator for better handling of low values of \( c \).) The averaging width is small compared with the spectral passband, so the statistics of \( p \) are not strongly affected by the form of the measured spectrum.

Noting that \( c \) is the result of counting the output from the prescaler (which divides the photon count by four) and assuming Poisson photocounts, calculated expectation values for \( p \) lie between 0.30 and 0.41 for all count totals greater than one. A very small number of counts have large \( p \) values; these are statistical outliers, probably resulting in most cases from the detection of cosmic rays. We therefore reject counts for which \( p > 2.5 \) and replace them with the neighbour average values. This is a rather strong criterion for rejection; out of the several million counts on each flight no exceedances \( p > 2.5 \) should be observed, for Poisson photon statistics and constant signals. This rejection procedure removes
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4.2. Wavelength calibration and slit function

Although the wavelength scan mechanism, with the grating rotation defined by crossed wires, is designed to minimize hysteresis in the wavelength setting, there remains a small amount in the stepping motor/micrometer linkage. By comparing pairs of forward and reverse scans of the mercury lamp, the sun and the strong skylight, “backlash” was determined to be nearly always two steps (0.003 nm), and all scans were correspondingly adjusted. Following this, the offset of each of the spectra was established; that is, the shift (in steps) of the spectrum required to bring the wavelengths of known lines into their correct positions. For the strong and sun scans this could be done directly, while for the weak scans an offset was determined by linear interpolation from the sun, strong or mercury lamp scans that bracketed them. This was facilitated by the fact that most of the Hg lamp scans also contained the solar spectrum. This allowed the wavelength assignment of the main Hg lines to be transferred to the sun scans, and thence to the strong sky scans.

The key mercury lines were the 312.567 nm line of the 313 nm triplet, and the 302.150 nm line of the 302 nm quartet, as well as, in M2004, the singlet 296.728 nm line. One sun scan (#216 in M2002, #442 in M2004) was chosen as the reference, and the other scans were shifted to maximize the correlation with the reference scan. In order to verify that a single shift of steps would allow the same steps-to-wavelength relation to apply to all scans, this was also done on single 2-nm segments (centered on roughly 302, 308, and 312 nm), which were separately shifted to maximize the correlation with the corresponding segments of the reference scan. In all cases the required number of steps for each of the three segments differed by no more than two steps (0.003 nm), and the interval between the two main mercury lines remained constant to the same degree.

The weak scans are all made within 2.5 min of a strong scan and nearly all are bracketed by scans with offsets that are less than five steps different. Since all of the strong scans were found to have self-determined shifts with a precision of two steps or better, one may conclude that the maximum uncertainty in the shift is five steps.

The design of the wavelength scan mechanism is such that the wavelength dispersion changes slightly over the scanning range. Characterizing this for M2004 was simple because the long scans included the isolated line at 296.728 nm and a quadratic dispersion curve could be derived from the fit to the three main lines. As the M2002 Hg scans did not include the 296 nm singlet, a single Hg scan uncontaminated by sunlight was used to derive a local dispersion from the four lines in the 302 nm group. A local linear dispersion was similarly obtained for the 313 nm triplet, except that as the lines at 313.155 and 313.184 nm are not resolved, the relative strength of these lines was an additional fitting parameter, and the fit used data from 22 Hg scans. The calculated linear dispersions at 302 and 313 nm were different, and consistent with the curve derived from the M2004 data. The maximum correction, with respect to the wavelength assignment that would be derived from a linear fit between 302 and 313 nm, is 0.021 \( \pm 0.004 \) nm (1\( \sigma \)) and occurs at the midpoint (~307.5 nm). Combining the errors in this, in the shift and the much smaller uncertainties in the linear dispersions gives an overall maximum error of 0.010 nm in the wavelength setting for M2002 and 0.007 nm for M2004.

The instrument slit functions during M2002 at 302 nm and 313 nm are shown in Fig. 1. Each is the mean of several scans of the mercury calibration source. Since differences between them are slight, and the 313 nm version was measured with somewhat greater precision and more frequently, it was used in this analysis. Slit functions determined during M2004 (also shown) are again not significantly different, and so the same slit function was used throughout.

4.3. Sensitivity to azimuth pointing error

During M2002 more than two dozen sun scans from 298.5 to 311.5 nm were recorded, over a range of solar elevation and balloon altitude. Despite the malfunction of the azimuth pointing system, during about ten of these scans the azimuth pointing error stayed within \( \pm 2^\circ \). This permits us to determine the ozone column above the balloon at these times. During several others the pointing error varied slowly, by less than 20° through the scan. While the spectra from these scans are plainly affected by the azimuth error, it is possible to derive an acceptable correction by estimating the dependence of signal on pointing error, using other scans during when payload was rotating more rapidly.

Information about the orientation of the instrument is available from an onboard magnetometer. Unfortunately the magnetometer response to a change in azimuth was not linear, presumably because of magnetization of the payload. This nonlinearity was calibrated by assuming that when the rotation rate was greater than 2 rpm the angular acceleration of the payload changed only slightly during any one rotation. The times when the magnetometer signal crossed a particular value were taken to define the periods of rotation, and the angular motion within any period was computed from the times of the beginning and ending crossings as well as the previous and next crossings, assuming a constant rate of change of
acceleration. A point during sunset (solar zenith angle \( \approx 93^\circ \), azimuth 286.6°) when the payload azimuth control was functioning correctly was used as an initial reference point. The change in magnetic declination, obtained from the Canadian Geological Survey, is significant (\( \approx 3.5^\circ \)) over the flight duration of M2002 and is taken into account. The resulting mean calibration curve shows good agreement with the sunset point and three other reference points when the payload was accurately pointed. From this and the spread of values obtained from the 96 payload rotations, we conclude that the uncertainty in the corrected magnetometer signal is about 1° (1σ) over the range of azimuth used in the following analysis.

During one of the sun scans (#102) the payload made more than two complete rotations, yielding two complete tracings of the azimuth response within a range of only 2 nm. Given the relatively high solar elevation, this makes correction for differential ozone absorption unnecessary, and the ratio of this spectrum to another with negligible azimuth error gives response versus step number, or equivalently, response versus time. This can be converted to response versus azimuth error derived from the magnetometer signal, as long as the spectrometer time and the magnetometer time were precisely synchronized. In fact they were different by several seconds; however, it was possible to determine this difference precisely by observing the shadows of a wire and a vertical strut on the payload, which appeared in the data whenever the payload azimuth pointing was in error by about 10 or 20°, respectively. A scan made when the payload was oscillating slowly (#501) allowed the time offset to be fixed because the shadows must be at the same angle regardless of the direction of rotation. This in turn fixed the azimuth location of the shadows, allowing a time offset to be determined for any scan in which the shadows appear. Fig. 2 shows the result of this procedure applied to the two relevant parts of scan #102; the two azimuth response functions agree quite well. Their smoothed mean, also shown, is used in the corrections described below. The time offset throughout the flight was assumed to have a linear trend computed from the scan #102 and #501 values (2 and 3.5 s).

5. Ozone retrievals

The direct sun measurements were put in the schedule in part because of the anticipated dependence of the OH signal on the ozone at float altitude and above. The sun measurements should allow better estimates of ozone than available from either the onboard ozonesonde (which was expected to exhaust its sensing solution before, or not long after the payload reached float altitude) or climatology.

As indicated in Table 2, the 13 useful sun scans cover a range of solar zenith angles (SZA), making it possible to do a Langley-plot extrapolation to accurately estimate the extraterrestrial spectrum, via which ozone above the balloon may be
derived from each sun scan. On M2004 payload malfunctions allowed too limited a span of solar elevation in the available scans to allow a useful determination of the total ozone above the balloon.

Ideally, the differences between solar spectra should be attributable only to differences in the amount of ozone along the slant path between the spectrometer and the sun at the measurement time, as well as a small factor due to attenuation.

Fig. 2. Two response versus azimuth error functions obtained from scan #102. During this sun scan the payload made more than two complete rotations, allowing the azimuth sensitivity to be derived accurately.

Table 1
Observation sequences used in M2002 and M2004

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Flight</th>
<th>$\lambda_{low}$ (nm)</th>
<th>$\lambda_{high}$ (nm)</th>
<th>Polarization</th>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>Screen</th>
<th>Duration (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>305.9</td>
<td>309.8</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Out</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>306.0</td>
<td>310.9</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Out</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>305.9</td>
<td>309.8</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Out</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>306.0</td>
<td>310.9</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Out</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun*</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>298.0</td>
<td>314.8</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>Up to 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun*</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>294.3</td>
<td>313.8</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>Up to 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hg*</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>298.0</td>
<td>314.8</td>
<td>Hg</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>Up to 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hg*</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>294.3</td>
<td>313.8</td>
<td>Hg</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>Up to 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>Not relevant</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Opaque</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These are the full wavelength ranges in each flight. There were “short” and “long” scan versions of the lamp and sun, both in 2002 and 2004.

Table 2
Ozone slant columns amounts relative to the mean from scans #392 and #393 with rotation and regression $1\sigma$ uncertainties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scan</th>
<th>$P$ (Pa)</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>$L1$ ozone</th>
<th>$L2$ ozone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$O_3$ (DU)</td>
<td>Az. error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#108</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#109</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#110</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#111</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#209</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#216</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#217</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#392</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#393</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>−0.57</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#480</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>−11.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#481</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>−11.38</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#611</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>−80.10</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#612</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>−81.20</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On M2004 payload malfunctions allowed too limited a span of solar elevation in the available scans to allow a useful determination of the total ozone above the balloon.
by Rayleigh scattering. That is, the photon flux arriving at the PMT at wavelength $\lambda$ is (since aerosol attenuation is negligible at the balloon altitude)

$$F_{\lambda} = F_{\lambda,0}e^{-\alpha_{a}x - \beta_{a}p/p_{0}}$$

(1)

where $\alpha_{a}$ and $\beta_{a}$ are the ozone absorption and Rayleigh attenuation coefficients, $\mu$ is the airmass ($\sim$ sec SZA), $F_{\lambda,0}$ is the flux at the top of the atmosphere, $x$ is the total amount of ozone in a vertical column above the balloon, and $p$ and $p_{0}$ are pressure at the balloon altitude and standard atmospheric pressure, respectively. However, the spectrometer at altitude is exposed to strong solar heating and a near-vacuum, making temperature control difficult. During M2002 the internal temperature of the spectrometer changed by more than 20°C. The responsivity of the spectrometer changes with temperature, since temperature affects the electronics (the high-voltage supply and the pulse amplifier/discriminator circuit) and to a lesser extent the NiSO$_4$ crystal filter and the UG-11 glass, and to a very small extent, the photocathode efficiency of the EMI 6256 PMT. In addition, there may be wavelength-dependent changes in responsivity with temperature, since temperature changes in the filters and the photocathode may affect the responsivity differently at different wavelengths.

Using the ratios of sun spectra eliminates $F_{\lambda,0}$. We therefore fit the ratio

$$\log(F_{\lambda}/F_{\lambda,R}) + \beta_{a}p/p_{0} = -\alpha_{a}(\mu - \mu_{R}) + \xi + \eta K(\lambda)$$

(2)

where the R subscript indicates the reference spectrum (the mean of scans #392 and 393), and $\xi$ and $\eta$ are parameters that allow for overall, and wavelength-dependent changes in responsivity with temperature between spectra. $\xi$ and $\eta$ are constants and $K(\lambda)$ is a linear function that is zero at the center of the wavelength range (305 nm) and has values $\pm 1$ at the ends (311.5 and 298.5 nm). For the ozone absorption coefficients $\alpha_{a}$ we use the values of Brion et al. [20], interpolated to 263 K.

The Rayleigh-scattering term represents a small correction that is easily calculated. Our extensive experience with the Brewer MkII spectrometers, which have identical filters and PMT to the balloon instrument, and which are characterized regularly for spectral changes in responsivity with temperature, leads us to expect that the correction $\eta K(\lambda)$ should be very small. In fact, the ratio of the responsivity at 298 nm to that at 312 nm derived from (2) for the 13 scans here shows no dependence on temperature.

The correction described by $\xi$ is, however, significant. Fig. 3 shows the mean response of the spectrometer as determined by the spectral fitting, plotted against temperature. A well-defined linear dependence on temperature is evident, with a gradient of $-0.91\% K^{-1}$. This is more than twice the typical temperature dependence of a Brewer, likely due to the Cockcroft–Walton high-voltage supply (the Brewer uses a conventional supply), chosen (see Appendix) to reduce thermal dissipation near the PMT.

The calculated ozone slant columns for the 13 scans are listed in Table 2. For each scan all 11,554 data points were used, and the uncertainties (regression error) shown have been adjusted to account for over-sampling due to the 71-pixel width of the spectrometer slit function. Another, occasionally larger, source of uncertainty comes from the 1° uncertainty in the derived azimuth pointing data. This was estimated by adding 1° to the azimuth pointing error when calculating the azimuth error correction. Two sets of calculated ozone slant columns are shown: the L1 fits are with $\eta = 0$ in (2) and L2 is with $\eta$ as a free parameter. It should be noted that the addition of $\xi$ and $\eta$ as free parameters in the fitting, while correcting for temperature-induced errors, is not without cost. For the L1 fit this is equivalent to estimating ozone using an ozone absorption spectrum that is de-trended by subtracting the mean absorption. For the L2 fit, it is equivalent to subtracting a linear fit in wavelength. In comparison to an (ideal) instrument whose responsivity is constant, this implies a loss of sensitivity to ozone that can be estimated from the magnitudes of the effective (de-trended) absorption coefficients,
specifically by factors 2.2 for L1 and 9.4 for L2. As noted, no spectral dependence on temperature was found, and the results of the two sets of fits are similar, except that the errors for the L2 fitting are much larger. In general, the regression error is larger than the azimuth error.

Table 2 also lists pressure levels and air mass factors ($\mu$) for the 13 scans. During the morning the payload descended from 421 to 474 Pa while the sun rose from $\mu = 1.73$ to 1.43 (SZA from 54.8 to 45.6°); in the afternoon it descended further with the last scan at 693 Pa with a $\mu$ value of 3.52 (SZA of 73.5°). This profile of measurements evidently has sensitivity to the ozone distribution between 693 and 421 Pa and to the total amount above 421 Pa. As the viewing geometry is precisely known it is a simple matter to construct a set of equations from the ozone slant columns with these two parameters as unknowns and to retrieve a two-parameter ozone distribution. Table 3 shows the results of this, assuming a constant mixing ratio in each layer, applied to the data in Table 2. As with the previous analysis, the L2 uncertainties are larger than those from the L1 method; in this case the ratio is roughly 2.5. However, the results from the two methods are consistent, as the differences are generally smaller than, and always of similar order to, the L2 uncertainties.

The retrieved mixing ratios are sensitive to the mixing ratio profile assumed in the model. Assigning a gradient that is linear in pressure to the mixing ratio in the lower layer, such that the mixing ratio at 693 Pa is 20% higher than at 421 Pa, changes the derived average mixing ratios by −6.3% above 421 Pa and +3.5% between 421 and 693 Pa. These changes are similar in size to the L1 uncertainties in Table 3. Higher-order (i.e. quadratic) modifications of the model profile shape show smaller perturbations in the retrieved values, the quadratic being less than 25% of the linear for a 20% (peak) change. Changes in the assumed profile in the upper layer have very small effects, which are second-order effects of the earth’s curvature. (The effect of disregarding the curvature entirely is small, decreasing the retrieved mixing ratios by 2.5% and 0.6%.) For later use in modeling of the strong polarization radiance measurements, we can therefore assume a continuous profile by setting the ozone mixing ratio above 421 Pa to be $7.08\,(p/421)^{0.422}$, which integrates to the required 16.78 DU, and 7.08 ppmv between 421 and 693 Pa.

The OSIRIS instrument on the ODIN satellite has acquired extensive data on upper stratosphere ozone, which for August/September at 50 N show maximum differences of ~2% between 421 and 693 Pa [21]. This suggests that the simple model with constant mixing ratio in the lower layer may adequately represent our data.

6. A comparison of extraterrestrial spectra

With an accurate measurement of ozone above the balloon, any of our solar spectra could be used to derive an extraterrestrial solar spectrum at the resolution of our instrument. Scans #392 and #393 from M2002 were chosen for this purpose, the slant column ozone overburdens being, respectively, 27 and 28 DU with standard uncertainties of 2 DU. Fig. 4 shows a very simple comparison of the result with the widely-used spectrum derived by Chance and Spurr [22] from the ground measurements of Kurucz et al. [23] and balloon measurement of Hall and Anderson [24]. The Chance–Spurr (CS) spectrum, which is tabulated at 0.01 nm intervals, was first smoothed with the slit function (black curve) shown in Fig. 1; then it was multiplied by a fourth order polynomial in wavelength, also shown in Fig. 4, chosen to minimize the rms difference between the two spectra.

This comparison is moderately satisfactory and useful for a number of reasons. No absolute radiometric calibration is available for the spectrometer, and the smooth multiplier curve of Fig. 4 provides the variation of the spectrometer’s responsivity with wavelength, albeit with the diffuser in place. Specifically the comparison with the CS spectrum indicates that during M2002 the spectrometer’s responsivity varied by only 4.7% over the OH measurement range (306–311 nm). A similar comparison with the extraterrestrial spectrum of Thullier et al. [25] shows a 2.5% variation; either result allows the variation to be disregarded for the OH measurement. The measurement of the atmospheric OH does not in principle require knowledge of the absolute responsivity since the OH radiation is compared with the Rayleigh scattering, and both are proportional to the solar radiation.

The match between the CS and the M2002 spectra can be slightly improved by applying a small degree of wavelength shift to the latter. Fig. 5 shows the derived M2002 wavelength shift components, which are 4th degree polynomials in wavelength, in global fits including both amplitude and shift. Between the two calibration wavelengths, the shifts are less
than 0.002 nm, well within the above-stated maximum wavelength uncertainty, 0.010 nm, for M2002. The same analysis on a revision of CS, kindly provided by Chance, shows virtually identical wavelength shifts and somewhat better agreement in the variation of relative responsivity (0.5% rather than 4.7%).

7. OH spectrum

The OH $^2\Sigma - X^2\Pi$ transition has been extensively studied and the spectroscopic constants are well known [26,27], as also are the polarization properties of OH scattered radiation which are particularly well described by Zare [28]. It is therefore possible to calculate accurately the emission spectrum or absorption spectrum for a given temperature, since these depend only on the thermal energy distribution in the emitting or absorbing state ($^2\Sigma$ or $^2\Pi$). At temperatures encountered in the stratosphere (200–300 K) about 99% of the energy is contained in fewer than 60 lines and the line-widths are Doppler-determined. If the intensity of incident radiation is uniform throughout the 306–311 nm range or if its values at the specific absorbing wavelengths are known (Cageao et al. [29] give estimates for all lines up to $J = 15.5$), the spectrum and polarization of the scattered radiation can also be calculated. Fig. 6 shows such a spectrum for 250 K. This is the scattered radiation originating from unpolarized flat-spectrum incident radiation, observed at 90° from the direction of the incident radiation. Only the polarization component with electric vector in the scattering plane is shown, which is the polarization direction that coincides with the minimum intensity of Rayleigh scattering (the “weak” polarization).
Fig. 7 shows the spectrum of Fig. 6, as well as the spectrum of scattered radiation in the other polarization (electric vector normal to the scattering plane; the "strong" polarization), and the OH 250 K emission spectrum, each convolved with the slit function (black curve) shown in Fig. 1. The similarity between these two suggests that the scattered radiation is largely unpolarized. A more sophisticated simulation would include the details of the incident solar spectrum; however, it is evident that there are only minor differences between these spectra once convolved with the slit function for the spectrometer (replicating numerically what the spectrometer does physically). The effect of temperature changes from 230 to 270 K on the emission spectrum is shown in Fig. 8. Differences are again minor. The actual atmospheric spectrum due to OH at a given time and viewing direction will be some combination of these spectra. However, given the qualitative similarity of them at our spectral resolution, we can use the OH emission spectrum for 250 K as our "reference" spectrum in our analysis of the OH signal, since it appears unlikely that our measurements contain any significant information on the differences between this spectrum and the actual atmospheric OH spectra.

Fig. 6. Calculated OH scattering spectrum for 250 K, for the polarization component with electric vector in the scattering plane (the "weak" polarization), at 90° from the direction of the incident radiation. Unpolarized flat-spectrum incident radiation is assumed.
Two examples of the result of this fitting are shown in Fig. 10, as well as the final residuals after fitting. The initial spectrum for each is the sum of four weak scans, both sets from the same OH measurement group (set of four “weak” scans bracketing two “strong” scans). The upper spectra (green and blue) are two examples of the residuals after the removal of

![Polarized scattering and emission spectra for OH at 250K](image1)

**Fig. 7.** Spectrum of scattered radiation of Fig. 6 (parallel), as well as the spectrum of scattered radiation in the other polarization (perpendicular) and the OH 250K emission spectrum, each convolved with the instrument slit function.

![Effect of temperature on OH emission spectra with Mantra-OH resolution](image2)

**Fig. 8.** The OH emission spectrum for temperatures from 230 to 270K, convolved with the instrument slit function. The difference spectrum is also shown.

included. Two examples of the result of this fitting are shown in **Fig. 10**, as well as the final residuals after fitting. The initial spectrum for each is the sum of four weak scans, both sets from the same OH measurement group (set of four “weak” scans bracketing two “strong” scans). The upper spectra (green and blue) are two examples of the residuals after the removal of
all but the OH spectral component. The OH 250 K emission spectrum of Fig. 7 is also shown (pink and red). The OH signal is clearly apparent in these spectra. The lower spectra are the final residuals after the OH spectrum is included in the fit.

The same spectral fitting was applied to derive one OH measurement from each measurement group, in general using all eight weak scans. About 5% of the weak scans were rejected due to instability in the payload azimuth control. In order to express the resulting values for the OH signal in intensity units, knowledge of the spectrometer's absolute radiometric sensitivity is required. This was obtained by comparing the measurements of the sky in the strong polarization setting with values calculated from the revised Chance extraterrestrial spectrum. This was done with a simple fast radiative transfer model using the Rayleigh scattering and depolarizing coefficients of Bodhaine et al. [32], and the more complex VECTOR (VECTor Orders-of-scattering Radiative transfer) model [33,34]. The latter was used to verify the single scattering calculations of the fast model and to provide a lookup table of the contribution from multiple scattering to the measured strong signal. Multiple scattering was found to contribute between 1% and 7% to the measured strong signal. Ozone absorption below the balloon was calculated using data from ozonesondes. Other model inputs included a surface albedo of 0.2 and a background aerosol profile from a SAGE II climatology.

The measurements of the strong spectra (35 in 2002 and 28 in 2004) span a range of solar elevations, viewing angles and pressures, and so a wide range of intensities. The measurement data, the mean counts corrected for temperature response in two wavebands centered at 306.25 and 309.55 nm, were fit to their calculated values, with the regression allowing as free parameters the responsivities for each waveband, a multiplier of the ozone profile above the payload, and an offset (in elevation) to the viewing direction. The ozone profile above the payload for M2002 was that deduced in Section 5, and for M2004 the profile was assembled from MLS data obtained within 200 km and 24 h of the flight.

The results are quite satisfactory, as the comparison of the calculated and measured strong intensities in Figs. 11 and 12 demonstrates. The last four series of the M2004 data were not used in the fitting, as the azimuth pointing control had already failed when these measurements were made. However, these data can still be used to retrieve OH because the OH radiation measurement is not so strongly dependent on accurate orientation or polarization settings. Table 4 gives details of the fitting results.
The rms residuals are less than 1% of the mean values, and are attributable in part to photon counting statistics (0.3%) as well as to error in the polarization settings, and in the initial response correction for temperature. The differences in estimated responsivity for the short and long wavebands are, respectively, 0.6% and 0.4% for M2002 and M2004 and may be neglected when measuring the OH spectrum. The M2002 difference is within 0.3% of what is obtained when comparing the same revised Chance extraterrestrial spectrum with the M2002-derived instrument extraterrestrial spectrum.

The best agreement with the set of measured spectra (which cover a range of solar elevations) was achieved by assuming an error in the viewing elevation above the horizontal of 0.1°, well within the estimated accuracy of the clinometer alignment relative to the spectrometer’s optical axis.

The ozone enhancement value of 4.3% for M2004 is quite reasonable given the geographic and temporal separation between the payload and the MLS data from which the assumed ozone distribution was derived. In contrast, the 7.9% enhancement for M2002 is surprising, since the radiance and ozone measurements are made from the same platform and the total ozone above 693 Pa is determined with a standard error of only 2%. This enhancement can be eliminated by assuming an error of 55 Pa in the pressure at float altitude; however, this is about twice the maximum likely error in pressure, which is based on two pressure and temperature sensors as well as GPS altitude information from two sensors. However, horizontal variability in the ozone distribution may contribute to the difference, since the strong measurement is made at 90° in azimuth from the direct sun ozone measurements, and perhaps more importantly, the latter were made over the 300 km flight path at float of M2002, while the retrieval from them of the ozone distribution, via Eq. (2), assumes that the distribution is constant.

We use the absolute radiometric calibration (responsivity) derived above to express the OH signal in Rayleighs (10^6 photon s⁻¹sr⁻¹cm⁻²). The results for the 35 OH series on the M2002 flight and the 28 OH series on the M2004 flight are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The major uncertainty in the radiometric calibration is in knowledge of the absolute pressure, and the maximum likely error in this of about 25 Pa implies an error of about 4% in the estimated responsivities; including
the rms residuals of the fitting above this implies an overall uncertainty to these measurements of about 5%, not including the uncertainty in the absolute radiometric calibration of the extraterrestrial solar spectrum.

These airglow intensities are of course dependent on our definition of the reference spectrum for OH as the 250 K emission spectrum. This is probably quite close to the real atmospheric spectrum, as OH is collisionally dominated below 50 km. However, ozone in the observation path affects not only the overall intensity observed, but also the shape of the observed spectrum, since ozone absorption is greater at the shorter-wavelength end of the spectrum. This can be expected to degrade the quality of the spectral fit, and also possibly to differences in the retrieved OH intensities that depend on ozone in the path, quite apart from the real differences in intensity caused by ozone absorption (which, like self-absorption by ground-state OH, reduces the actual intensity received by the spectrometer). This additional error can be modeled, and
is found to result in an underestimation of the OH intensity by typically 1–2%, with a maximum of 6–10% for the two observations in M2002 when the viewing elevation angle was 3° and the pressure was 700 Pa.

There are several previous observations of the OH $^2\Sigma_-^+ - ^2\Pi$ (0–0) airglow emission in the literature. Anderson [2,35] reports vertical column intensities of about 700 and 1000 R, respectively, from rocket flights at twilight in April and June, 1971. These amounts agree with our measurements near sunset. Radiance profiles from the space-borne MAHRSI instrument indicate about 140 kR at a tangent height of 50 km [6], which, allowing for a typical line-of-sight enhancement of about a factor of 40, implies an average vertical column intensity of about 3.5 kR. Our results could be expected to be slightly lower, since the maximum float altitude of the balloons was about 37 km, and absorption by ozone as well as self-absorption by ground-state OH should reduce the number of OH photons detected at this altitude. The MAHRSI observations also indicate a diurnal variation in intensity similar to that seen in our results; that is, a modest variation with SZA until near sunset, with a rapid fall-off in twilight. The measurements in the literature most similar to ours are those of Torr et al. [4], who measured the OH $^2\Sigma_-^+ - ^2\Pi$ (0–0) emission from a balloon platform at 40 km in August 1983 and June 1986 near Palestine, Texas. They report intensities that are several times higher than reported here (9–13 kR for similar viewing conditions). While the OH emission should be somewhat brighter at 40 km than at the slightly lower altitudes of our measurements, the magnitude of the difference is surprising.

8. Conclusions

The measurement of OH in the middle atmosphere is quite challenging and there exist relatively few observations of the radiation from, or the atmospheric concentration of this important trace species. Such measurements, however, are quite
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**Table 4**

Estimated instrument responsivity in two wavebands derived from fitting observed strong spectra to modeled spectra using the revised Chance extraterrestrial spectrum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M2002</th>
<th>M2004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength of band center (nm)</td>
<td>306.25</td>
<td>309.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean intensity (counts)</td>
<td>55.82</td>
<td>59.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD (counts)</td>
<td>8.93</td>
<td>11.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rms residuals of fit (counts)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsivity (counts/photon s$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>$2.280 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$2.262 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation offset (°)</td>
<td>+0.1</td>
<td>+0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone multiplier</td>
<td>1.079</td>
<td>1.043</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Fig. 13.** The OH radiance for the 35 OH series on the M2002 flight. In general each OH radiance measurement is derived from eight weak scans.
important, as the hydroxyl radical is the most important oxidizing agent in the middle atmosphere, and OH chemistry dominates ozone destruction above about 40 km [1].

A moderately high-resolution grating spectrometer designed to measure solar radiation in the spectral range 295–315 nm was flown on the MANTRA payloads of 2002 and 2004. Despite problems with the payload azimuth control system, and (on M2004) loss of command telemetry, we are able to derive useful measurements of the solar UV spectrum at altitude, the amount of ozone above the balloon, and the OH spectrum retrieved from the scattered radiation measurements.

Detailed attention has been paid to in-flight characterization of the spectrometer, particularly wavelength calibration and dispersion. The direct sun measurements have been analyzed both to characterize the spectrometer responsivity to scattered radiation and to estimate the ozone abundance at the flight altitude and above. Uncertainties in wavelength calibration, responsivity, azimuth pointing and ozone overburden are estimated. A high-resolution solar spectrum at 37 km altitude extrapolated to space compares quite well with others in the literature, and permits some degree of confidence in our error analysis. A typical observed OH spectrum, as well as the complete set of observed OH $^2 \Sigma - X \ ^2 \Pi (0-0)$ airglow emission measurements are presented. We estimate the precision of these intensity measurements to be about $-5\%$ to $+10\%$ (1σ), plus any additional uncertainty in the absolute radiometric calibration of the extraterrestrial solar spectrum.

Given the necessary atmospheric data the full spectrum of OH radiation can be calculated, allowing for absorption of the incident and scattered radiation by ozone and self-absorption of the scattered radiation by OH molecules. The calculation also requires the strengths of solar radiation at the individual OH wavelengths. These strengths are not available from our measurements, but have been estimated from much higher wavelength resolution observations (e.g. [29]). This will allow us to accurately model the OH radiation as measured by our instrument, and thereby to derive accurate estimates of the OH concentration, and to compare with other OH measurements and with model data.
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Appendix. Detailed instrument design

The spectrometer layout is of the most simple Ebert–Fastie type [17]. The centers of the entrance and exit slits, and those of the collimating and focusing mirrors define the principal plane, which is vertical. The entrance and exit slits are
separated by 216 mm in the vertical, as are the mirrors, and the horizontal distance from either slit to the corresponding mirror is 600 mm. The grating is located centrally, about 6 cm in front of the slits, so that the light path is an “M” in the vertical plane. The grating has a line density of 1200 lines mm\(^{-1}\) with blazing for 1.0 μm; it is used in the third order. The mirrors have a radius of curvature of 1200 mm. The entrance and exit slits are curved with a radius of 240 mm; they are 12 and 20 mm long and approximately 0.15 and 0.20 mm wide, respectively. With this simple geometry the center directions of the entrance and exit light beams are parallel and normal to the plane containing the slits, and the geometric width of either slit is equivalent to about 0.055 mm.

The grating is held in an aluminum block whose axis of rotation is defined by crossed wires on either side of the block; horizontal movement is prevented by a similar wire aligned along the axis of rotation, fixed both in the grating block and on the spectrometer frame. The rotation angle is controlled by a motorized micrometer pushing a rod which pushes an arm attached to the grating block. The micrometer tip and the arm contact are both conical with rounded tips. These tips rest in small pyramid indentations made by a pressing a cube corner into the brass ends of the rod. The effective arm length and rod length are 370 and 210 mm, respectively. The resulting wavelength dispersion is equivalent to approximately 870 motor steps per nm, changing by about 2% between 302.1 and 312.6 nm. The zero-step position is defined by the signals from two rod length are 370 and 210 mm, respectively. The resulting wavelength dispersion is equivalent to approximately 870 motor steps per nm, changing by about 2% between 302.1 and 312.6 nm. The zero-step position is defined by the signals from two
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